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The relevance of the research topic: Is the need to eliminate the gap in the professional training of specialists in intercultural communication by providing them with the opportunity to realize their theoretical knowledge based on specially developed technologies for using communication attack strategies with representatives of different cultures.

The purpose of the work: To consider the theoretical basis for the use of communication attack strategies in professional intercultural communication and to develop techniques for the formation of skills for using them in a specialist in intercultural communication.

Tasks:

- consider the concept of "professional intercultural communication" in the scientific work of various researchers;

- describe the types of communication strategies in professional intercultural communication;

- to study the peculiarities of trick questions as an attack strategy based on provocative actions;

- to study national styles of using communication attack strategies in intercultural communication;
- to develop and describe the methods of forming skills to use the strategies of communicative attack in professional intercultural communication (for example, trick questions);

- conduct a forming experiment and analyze the obtained results.

**Theoretical and practical significance of the research:** The theoretical significance of the research is that: the ideas and regulations on communicative attack strategies are systematized as a phenomenon of intercultural communication, the essence and types of communicative attack strategies in professional intercultural communication are clarified, national styles of communicative attack strategies in intercultural communication are revealed.

The practical significance of the study lies in the possibility of applying the results of the research in developing methods for using the rabulistic strategy of attack "trick questions" and the eristic self-defense strategy of "response-revelation" in professional intercultural communication.

**Results of the research:** Ideas and regulations about communicative attack strategies are systematized, the essence and types of communicative attack strategies in professional intercultural communication are clarified, national styles of using communication attack strategies in intercultural communication are clarified, methods of forming skills to use communicative attack strategies in professional intercultural communication are developed and described.

**Recommendations:** Materials of the work can be used by students in the course of studying educational disciplines in the field of preparation "Theory and practice of intercultural communication", when writing course and final qualification papers.